TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Senate Resolution 22.01

(Stating the sentiments of the Student Senate congratulating Giftina Wilson and Matthew Gehrlein for placing within the top teams at the ASHP National Clinical Skills Competition)

WHEREAS, the ASHP National Clinical Skills Competition is an interactive, team based analysis of clinical scenarios for hospital and health-system pharmacists. Only one team from each school of pharmacy in the nation is invited to compete, and it provides pharmacy students the opportunity to enhance their skills in collaborative practice with physicians in providing direct patient care.

WHEREAS, Giftina Wilson is a fourth-year pharmacy student, who is based in the Amarillo campus. She is an exemplary student who takes on multiple leadership positions such as Amarillo student council secretary. She has been on the Dean’s List multiple times as well as been initiated into Rho Chi society.

WHEREAS, Matthew Gehrlein is a third-year pharmacy student, who is based in the Dallas campus and a candidate for his MBA degree. He is a commendable student and has also placed within the top teams in the 2021 Student Society of Health-System Pharmacists (SSHP) Leadership Challenge and the 2021 American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP) Clinical Research Challenge.

WHEREAS, this is the first time in Texas Tech University Health Science Center School of Pharmacy’s history that our team has placed this high amongst other teams within the nation.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Student Senate of Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center congratulate Giftina Wilson and Matthew Gehrlein for placing as one of the top 11 teams at the ASHP National Clinical Skills Competition.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this resolution be spread upon the Journal and that copies be sent to Dr. Quentin Smith, PhD., Dean of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Pharmacy; Dr. Lori Rice-Spearman, PhD., President of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center; Mateo Rosiles, Editor of The Daily Toreador, and to the students of Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center.
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